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LIBYAN AERODROME FIRED

For four hours on Sunday evening (November 2) the enemy aerodrome at

Castel Benito, south of Tripoli, was overwhelmed by bombers of the Royal Air

Force. Many aircraft swept over the landing ground and pelted it with numerous

high explosive and incendiary bombs.

Enemy aircraft on the ground disintegrated in flying fragments or flared up

in sudden bonfires, pouring out clouds of black smoke from full petrol tanks as

the bombs pitched among them.

Administrative buildings and barrack blocks were reduced to masses of

crumbled masonry and hangars set alight. Two petrol trailers and ammunition

dumps were also hit and added more fire and destruction to the scene.

Enemy fighters which attempted to intervene were driven off by our gunners

and at least one was sent crashing to the ground.

The raid was carried out with systematic deliberation and no section of the

dispersal area was left uncovered. After all bombs had been dropped the gunners

poured hundreds of rounds of bullets from their machine-guns into aircraft on the

ground and aerodrome buildings which, already distinct in the clear moonlight,

were further lit by the glare of fires around them.

The attack, to put it no higher than the description given by Intelligence

Officers who subsequently interviewed the crews, was "highly successful".

Speaking of the raid one observer said, "There were twelve aircraft burning

on the ground when we arrived. We set fire to some more and in the circle of

light made by the flames we saw others apparently untouched - but they did not

stay long like that. The gunners let fly, A burst through the instrument

panel of an aircraft puts it out of action for a long time and there could not

have been many that escaped damage”.

One CR.42 was shot down by a Canadian gunner from London, Ontario. "We

were first attacked by a fighter from about 800 yards range", he said, "I saw

his tracer going past the tail of the plane and when we were flying along the

edge of the aerodrome another came in from underneath, I could see him quite

plainly in the moonlight and I identified the aircraft. I gave him a burst and

he did a kind of figure of eight turn and then came in again astern and levelled

off less than 200 yards away.

"I gave him another burst of about 200 reminds and he dived passing the

turret about 150 yards away and crashed in flames just north of the aerodrome.”

Three other attacks were made by enemy fighters and were in each case

driven off.


